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This entry provides the conceptual development of “cultural additivity.” It reviews the three most relevant concepts namely

syncretism, cultural hybridity, and creolization, and then makes a case for the usefulness of “cultural additivity” in

explaining the adoption and rejection of emerging cultural values. The newly introduced concept utilizes a well-developed

theory called mindsponge theory.
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Introduction

The constant interactions among humans as well as between humans and the surrounding environment give rise to many

phenomena to which cultural studies seek to decipher. Among the puzzles are why humans behave in certain ways,

including ways that are completely contradictory to their existing belief systems. Are these behaviors the same or different

across cultures? And how should we make sense of such cognitive dissonance from a cultural perspective?

Cultural anthropologists have long held that, although evolutionary biologists, neuroscientists, and behavioral scientists do

offer insightful tools to better understand human behaviors, these approaches tend to lack explanatory power for

neglecting the issue of culture and its role in shaping human behavior . Inspired by and drawing from a voluminous

literature on culture and human behaviors, this book introduces a new concept – “cultural additivity” – that supplants

existing theories on the transmission, formation, transformation, and fusion of cultures. Prior to our studies on this concept

, only one academic paper has mentioned the term, but no exploration was followed . In our research, the concept,

though in its infancy, provides a framework for debunking any mechanisms in which “people of a given culture are willing

to incorporate into their culture the values and norms from other systems of beliefs that might or might not logically

contradict with principles of their existing system of beliefs” .

In order to lay the groundwork for conceptualizing “cultural additivity,” this essay first revisits a number of relevant

concepts such as syncretism, cultural hybridity, and creolization. These are indeed well-known terms depicting the

combination and mixing of different traditions and values, be them religious, political, cultural, or practical. By drawing

from this literature, the essay outlines several points that distinguish the concept of “cultural additivity” from the

aforementioned concepts. On that basis, the next part delves into the definition and content of “cultural additivity” and,

subsequently, the applicability of the term in cultural studies and beyond.

Revisiting: syncretism, cultural hybridity, and creolization

The fusion of different cultural values and phenomena takes place through vastly different modes, hence, the diverse set

of terms aimed at capturing the process. The terms, while all denoting the mixing of distinctive elements vary in their

historical roots, substance, connotations, and overall usage.

Historically speaking, creolization and syncretism appear to be the oldest with their original usage dated to the sixteenth

century, with the former denoting the acclimatization of the Old World to the New World and the latter carrying heavy

religious connotations. Nonetheless, as Stewart (2011) has noted, both terms can also be interpreted outside our

understanding of them as some sort of mixture . For syncretism, there can be cases in which people of different

religions and cultures come to share similar practices and/or values merely through a gradual convergence, not

syncretism or borrowing of such practices/values. Similarly, creolization does not necessarily require a genetic mixture for

it can be the result of localization, acculturation, and even acquisition of cultural practices/values .

This is clearly not the case for cultural hybridity, which was first used in the latter half of the nineteenth century to denote

the mixing of people of different races . Hybridization, as such, inevitably implies a sort of complete fusion of

distinctive racial and cultural values. Post-colonial scholars play an important role in reframing the term hybridity beyond
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the earlier historical fixation on racial mixing, colonial society, and immigrant communities. This is because scholars now

uphold that culture is innately hybrid, no single culture has remained pure amid globalization .

Despite their distinctive historical backgrounds and usage contexts, all three terms present a fusion—to different degrees

—of the original and the foreign (as in cultural hybridity), the old and the new (in creolization), and the core and the foreign

(in syncretism). We see new, foreign, and peripheral beliefs, values, practices, and/or artifacts being added and crossed

over with their existing, old, and core counterparts. For instance, for religious syncretism, which is characterized as a

cultural process constitutive of the larger process of cultural diffusion, there can be a high or low level of fusion between

the core missionary values and the indigenous religious values . It is this kind of process that the term “cultural

additivity” elaborates on, all the while staying detached from the heavy historical baggage of the extant terminologies.

Table 1 recaps the main content of the three concepts in comparison with “cultural additivity” .

Table 1. A reproduced and updated summary of three concepts that are most relevant to “cultural additivity” (Vuong et al.,

2018) .

 Hybridity Creolization Syncretism Cultural additivity

History Nineteenth century;
Sixteenth century; Old

World vs. New World;

Sixteenth century;

Reformation age;

First used by Klug (1973) in

the discussion on Judeo-

Christian-Black views; still in

the process of formalization;

Context
Post-colonialism;

Globalization;

Modernization;

Linguistics studies;

Displacement;

Indigenization;

Religious studies;

Cultural dissonance;

Cultural behavior and

attitude; Wider applicability

Content
The original vs. the

foreign; “pure” vs.

“impure”;

The new vs. the old;

Core values vs.

foreign values;

Reconciliation

reached for

contradictions;

Core values vs. additional

values, including anti-

values; Reconciliation not

necessary;

Result(s)
Complete fusion;

Heterogeneity;

On-going

transformation, mutual

influence;

Repression of one of

the two religions;

Complete fusion;

Syncretic result;

Open-ended hodgepodge;

A question worth raising is, how do these concepts account for the complexity of contradictory values, beliefs, religions,

etc. being mixed together? In a study of late imperial China’s worship of the Three Teachings of Confucianism, Taoism,

and Buddhism, Brook (1993) finds that syncretism is rare because the reconciliation or resolution of elements of distinct

world views can hardly happen . Thus, besides perfect fusion, what may ensue is: (i) one of the values being

repressed, or (ii) both values getting syncretized with the foreign elements seen as critical or peripheral . By

comparison, the processes of hybridization and creolization often shift the attention away from the clashing of values, and

instead toward a cultural creativity process in which new values and entities emerge . As a result of the

interactions between the indigenous culture and the foreign culture, Creole forms take on expressive, fluid, multivocal

characteristics, and thereby, representing creativity at work . This is particularly relevant when Creole encounters are

asymmetrical or dominated by one or more cultures. It is through these encounters that contradictions or conflicts may

arise, from which the creole social actors selectively accept and/or reject the newly-introduced elements of the other

culture . Similarly, under cultural hybridization, when one culture comes into contacts with another, such as in the

context of immigration, colonization, or globalization, a process of creative engagements would take place, giving rise to

hybrid cultural forms. In the encounters of the local culture with global forces, creative hybridization would emerge in the

form of the locals constantly re-imagining identities through reciprocal cultural exchanges .

With that said, we move on to elaborate on where “cultural additivity” fits into this literature.
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Conceptualization

Positioning

The literature shows that there are certain overlaps as well as distinct features in the three concepts of syncretism,

cultural hybridity, and creolization. Figure 1 places these concepts on a visualized scale from 0 (zero fusion) to 1

(complete fusion), enabling a clearer positioning of each concept and their overlapping areas. As can be seen, the sphere

for “cultural additivity” is envisioned to be the largest, covering the full spectrum from none to total fusion. Within this

biggest sphere are the concepts discussed above, plus one addition. In particular, essentialism—a philosophy that holds

every entity to have an underlying substance or true nature that cannot be mixed up with others—lies at the farthest left

end as its meaning amounts to zero fusion. On the opposite right end lies cultural hybridity, a concept that often signifies a

complete merge of two cultures. Somewhere in between are the spheres of creolization and syncretism. There is no

overlapping area between essentialism and creolization because the latter inherently requires some minimum contact with

and incorporation of additional values or beings. Syncretism is the closest concept to what we mean by “cultural

additivity,” minus the religious undertone and usage, and thus, it overlaps with all the other three concepts. This

understanding is in line with Grayson (1984)’s categorization of syncretism: high and low levels that reflect the changes in

the core set of values following the interaction between indigenous religion and a missionary religion . Notably,

Grayson’s notion of “high syncretism,” or reverse syncretism, likely corresponds to the higher level of fusion, leaning

toward the value of 1 in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Mapping of concepts relevant to “cultural additivity” on a scale of 0 (zero fusion) to 1 (complete fusion).

In mapping the concepts, we also note that one major weakness of the extant terminologies. In trying to explain

encounters and mixture with new elements, these terms tend to place the new, the foreign, the peripheral in an antithetical

position to the extant ones. While it certainly helps to break down the dichotomy between the core and the non-core,

between the native and the foreign, between the new and the old, this approach may end up simplifying cultural

behaviors, and worse, reinforcing the already dominant discourse of We versus Other in the study of cultural identities.

This is the gap that the concept of “cultural additivity” fills. The measurement, though imprecise, is left open to

interpretation and further development. Its focus is not on the pitting of ideas, values, beliefs, entities, or beings against

one another, but rather is on understanding how additional elements, whatever they be, can be included in an existing

system, including at both the individual and societal levels. This is the reason why the positioning of concepts places them

along the line of no fusion and complete fusion, instead of our usual intuition of seeing the no-fusion as original or pure.

Such terms only deepen our cognitive bias, and hence, are not helpful in making a new concept more accessible.

In other words, besides not being loaded historically, the concept of “cultural additivity” captures cultural phenomena in a

broader sense, rather than the conventional binary approach. Core values still exist, but here the focus is on how these

core values interact with additional values as a whole. As each layer of additional values is integrated into the core layer

over time, they would become the new core values. The process of additivity can take place indefinitely so long as there is

tolerance for adding something new, even if there may be contradictions.

Cultural additivity: a model

We introduce “cultural additivity” as a model aimed at explaining the phenomenon of society members processing new

values, including anti-values. Here, the adding and integration of new values and/or new elements constitute what we call

the “additivity level,” visualized as the vertical axis in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Preliminary conceptualization of “cultural additivity”

Specifically, Figure 2 envisions the concept of “cultural additivity” in a two-dimensional plane, with each axis scaled from

minimum 0 to maximum 1 and corresponding to two components: the additivity level (the vertical axis) and the disorder

level (the horizontal axis). The additivity level, characterized as the adding and integrating of new elements, is concerned

with how creativity is at work. To study creativity within the additivity process, we suggest utilizing the mechanism of

mindsponge, as developed by Vuong Quan Hoang  and Vuong Quan Hoang and Nancy K. Napier .

The disorder level, meanwhile, addresses the degree of novelty of the added values, beliefs, ideas, and/or artifacts, etc.,

as well as the presence of contradictions to existing ones. By Figure 2, when the disorder level reaches its max value of 1,

and additivity still happens to completion – also the max value of 1, this would mark the highest level of cultural additivity.

In other words, the concept of cultural additivity can be operationalized along with the 0 to 1 scale, with zero denoting its

absence and one denoting the strongest presence.

While the two levels, developed in this preliminary form, are by no means the sole components to understand “cultural

additivity,” they nonetheless present a more intuitive look into a nascent concept. Providing clarity for the model helps set

it apart from the other relevant concepts as well as improve its applicability. At this early stage of conceptualization, details

on the measurement of each level are not yet formalized and would need to be worked out in future studies.

Mindsponge: a learning and unlearning mechanism

To understand the model of cultural additivity, it is necessary to explicate what the mechanism of mindsponge looks like.

According to Vuong  and Vuong and Napier , mindsponge is defined as “a mechanism for explaining how an

individual absorbs and integrates new cultural values into her/his own set of core values and the reverse of ejecting

waning ones.” Figure 3 shows a simplified visualization of mindsponge, which comprises three parts: (i) the red circle at

the core represents an individual’s mindset, (ii) the middle blue circle represents an individual’s comfort zone – where

incoming information, e.g., new values and/or beliefs, is filtered, differentiated, integrated, or rejected, depending on the

mindset’s existing core values, and (iii) the most outer yellow circle denotes the external environment, also known as the

cultural and ideological setting in which mindsponge takes place.
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Figure 3. A reproduced simplified diagram of mindsponge, based on Vuong and Napier .

Given that the mindsponge mechanism takes place at an individual level, we argue that the way individuals in a society

learn and unlearn information, accept and reject values, altogether determine the level of cultural additivity of that society.

In a way, there is a feedback loop between individual behaviors and societal behaviors, and hence, its culture. We

hypothesize that in a society with a high level of cultural additivity, even as individuals have vastly different core values,

these values are not entirely discarded but are kept in their comfort zone. By contrast, in a society with a low level of

cultural additivity, differing and contradictory values are rejected right away, leaving only values that are compatible with

the individuals’ core value system. In this sense, the level of cultural additivity of society is expected to fluctuate

constantly, depending on the rate of information and value exchange as well as the kind of information and value being

disseminated and promoted in that society. Recently, the mindsponge mechanism has been developed into mindsponge

theory , and can be applied as an analytical method following the Bayesian Mindsponge Framework analytics .

Figure 4 presents a visualization of how the mindsponge mechanism works in filtering values and anti-values, resulting in

changes in both the core values of the individuals and the external cultural setting. The color scheme is similar to that of

Figure 3 for coherence purposes. The plus (+) sign represents values that are in line with the core values (denoted by the

nucleus red circle) while the minus (-) represents values that are antithetical to the core values. As new values emerge in

an individual’s existing cultural setting and introduced to the individual, they would have to go through the individual’s

comfort zone, which is a buffer area for processing and filtering values.

Figure 4. Mindsponge at work in the model of “cultural additivity”
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Conclusion

This essay lays out the conceptual development for “cultural additivity,” drawing on insights from relevant concepts such

as cultural hybridity, syncretism, and creolization. The new concept is distinct from the extant ones in three primary ways.

First, given its novelty, it is removed from the loaded historicity associated with the other concepts. This allows the term

“cultural additivity” to be used in a wider context, even outside the realm of cultural studies. Second, the concept focuses

on explaining the addition and merging of values, including anti-values, and thus, diverges from the usual binary framing

of original vs. foreign and of new vs. foreign in cultural studies. Third, unlike the other three concepts, “cultural additivity”

presents a model with greater clarity and applicability, supported by the multi-filtering information mechanism of

mindsponge. The mechanism is based on the understanding that cultural values, in general, are deeply rooted in our

mindsets, surrounding which are values from other individuals and institutions .

In our model, societies can have different levels of cultural additivity: the higher this is, the more individuals in that

societies appear to tolerate and accept emerging values; the lower the level of cultural additivity, the less willing society

individuals are toward emerging values. As new values are introduced and arise on a daily basis across societies, the

level of cultural additivity is likely to oscillate constantly on a continuum from 0 (no additivity) to 1 (highest additivity and

disorder). These measurements will need to be formalized in detail in future studies. Currently, cultural additivity and its

implications have been used widely by scientists around the world .
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